Gravitropic curvature of maize roots is not preceded by rootcap asymmetry.
We tested whether the first response to gravistimulation is an asymmetry in the root tip that results from differential growth of the rootcap itself. The displacement of markers on the rootcap surface of maize (Zea mays L. cv. Merit) roots was quantified from videotaped images using customized software. The method was sensitive enough to detect marker displacements down to 15 microns and root curvature as early as 8 min after gravistimulation. No differential growth of the upper and lower sides of the cap occurred before or during root curvature. Fewer than a third of all gravistimulated roots developed an asymmetrical outline of the root tip after curvature had started, and this asymmetry did not occur in the rootcap itself. Our data support the view that the regions of gravitropic sensing and curvature are spatially separate during all phases of gravitropism in maize roots.